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PALINDROME-POEMS 
 
Eight Palindrome-Haiku 
 
Ruby 
Stray, burned dust in a 
fog stress asserts. Go fan it— 
sudden, ruby arts.... 
 
 

History 
Name by ample, hot 
name—gruel, age, regale… Urge man 
to help, maybe, man…. 
 
 

Angels  
Motto: Both pare, spot 
no deity, tied on, top 
seraph to bottom. 
 
 

Honeydew 
We dye no hispid 

snips. We yap. Up, a yew spins, 

dips I, honeydew. 
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Madness 
Peel song, no sadness…. 

Send a made bed a madness. 

Send a song no sleep.  

 

 

For Erik Satie 
Art: name it, as a 

won Gnossienne is song—now 

a Satie mantra. 

 

 

Practical Mechanics 
Laid foci… Ten I 

knot. We note: Gage to newton, 

kinetic of dial. 

 

 

Ad Astra 
Art, sad as me, opt 

for odes I’ve devised, or, oft, 

poems ad astra. 
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Five Palindrome-Tanka 
 
Aesop 
Pose a self-fabled 
omen, or it’s a moral. 
I’ve dog, wolf, a flow. 
Go, devil… Aroma, stir… 
One model baffles Aesop. 
 

 

Halley’s Comet 
‘Scrag’ nomad: Ellipse, 

pace lit. So, Halley: Pale rock. 

Comet. A lame gem. 

A late, mock core. Lap! Yell a 

hostile cape, spilled among arcs.... 

 

 

Language 
Slang is demanded. 

Dare: Phoneme solicits a 

monotony not 

onomastic. I lose men, 

oh, per added, named signals. 
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Renaissance 
Deity cage, led 

astray, Latinised under 

rose, sum noon muses, 

or red nudes in Italy— 

art’s a delegacy tied. 

 
 

War 
Due from laces, I’ve 

drawn a codex, in fits…. All 

war can item, met; 

in a crawl, last, if nixed. O, 

can war devise calm? Or feud? 

 

 

Minerals 
Stibnites or onyx 

or peridot ore. Tin? I 

rag agates. I set 

a gagarinite. Rot, o 

dire proxy! No rose. Tin bits. 
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Six Longer Palindrome-Poems 

 

Alexander 
Now raw, 

Aristotle’s severe hymn, 

in us a palinode, 

came to me—remote Macedon. 

I lap a sun in my here vessel. 

Tot, sir, a war won…. 

 

 

The Bard 
Bury, bred root. 

Noose Avon, elapse. 

Tamer Caesar, erupt ides’ garden. 

Mad, test fardel, or dash, 

‘to be not’ a drab, royal poem, 

or some manor, even as deed…. 

Sane, Verona memos Romeo. 

Play, or, Bard, a tone? 

Both sad, role draft, set damned rags, edit. 

Purer, a sea cremates pale novae, 

soon to order, by rub. 
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Fungi 
Middle hebeloma, tuber… 

Armillarias upon my gate, 

we fill lecanora, one ergot. 

To petal, up in a moss, 

amanitas’ spectral art; 

ceps, sat in a mass. 

O, manipulate, pot to green oar…. 

On a cell, life wet a gymnopus. 

Air all! 

I’m rare: but a mole (beheld, dim…). 

 

 

Univocalic Palindrome 
Timid, tin it. 
I sign it. 
Filth? Gild it. 
Insipid it is. 
I visit. 
I dip. 
Is nitid light lifting? 
I sit in it, 
dim it. 
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Crafting a Palindrome 
Trades reverses revere.... 

Hot, we fade lines I ran. 

Words drown….  

Arisen, I led a few to here— 

verses’ reversed art. 

 

 

Infinite Palindrome 
       …cosmic 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so cosmic, 

I’m so co…  
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ANAGRAM-POEMS (anagrammed lines) 

 
Eight Anagram-Haiku  

 

Song 
Deep moonlight reveals 

the older poems leaving 

me, their pale song loved…. 

 
 

Synaesthesia 
One note’s air launches 

a resonance in the soul, 

loans one certain hues…. 

 

 

Ghost Story 
I find your strange ghost 

out in the fog, in dry grass— 

Grief haunts dying roots. 

 

 

Progress 
Time's new canon, chain— 

Newtonian mechanics 

now ancient machines…. 
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Death’s Home 
Death's new lodge: Dull barns. 

The bed’s land under gallows. 

The walls and grounds bleed….  

 

 

Trilobites 
Trilobite fragments: 

Organism left bitter. 

Teasing, brittle form. 

 

 

The End 
Everyone is dead. 

Needy ideas over. 

Every aside done. 

 

 

Concerning the Anagram 
Constrained poetry: 

Scan entropy or edit 

to read encryptions. 
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Fifteen Longer Anagram-Poems 

 

Night Tanka 
Oh, instead paint gloom: 

At night, some old piano. 

A pained moonlit ghost. 

The dim sonata pooling 

a poem in light and soot…. 

 

 

Wednesday’s To-Do List 
Wednesday's to-do list: 

—Style woods and tides. 

—Witness old, dead toys. 

—Doodle witty sadness. 

 

 

Four Strategic Lines 
There, four strategic lines are anagrams. 

I’m rearranging letters. A chaos features 

in the rule, frames reason, grates a tragic, 

rare formula. A strange aesthetic reigns. 
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The Haunting 
Because man forgets how to die, 

we become fine ghosts, our data 

but echoed afterimages—So now, 

come out, beget fear in shadows…. 

 

Snowball 
Snowball, melt— 

[l] lambent, slow— 

[ln] web to small  

[lnb] atom wells.  

[lnbl] We almost  

[lnblm] lost awe  

[lnblme] to laws— 

[lnblmew] O salt! 

 

 

Wars of the Roses 
Wars of the Roses— 

Waste horses for 

a fortress whose 

sheets of arrows, 

rash foes' towers 

are sets for show…. 
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Frailty 
Language has this frailty: 

A hasty sunlight; a fragile 

(largely aghast) faith in us.... 

 

 

Beowulf 
Reading Beowulf, 

I frowned. A bugle 

blew a ruined fog.  

"Go run!" I fled a web— 

fragile, unbowed.... 

 

 

Magic 
There's magic in blood: 

A sober, demonic light 

directs haemoglobin, 

rhomboidal genetics…. 

This iron became gold. 
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Freedom 
Some poems think they are free. 

Keen, they metamorphose fires, 

yet here make prisons of theme. 

(See—they seek form in metaphor.) 

 

 

Control 
He cloned this short line’s letters. 

This led to other sentences, shrill 

little notes in chords he shelters, 

his teeth held in restless control…. 

 

 

Rooms 
See turmoil in rooms: 

more onerous limits, 

more timorous lines... 

Interior muses loom, 

lost in our memories. 
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The Magic Show 
This weekend: My stoic magic show: 

I wake my witches, demonic ghosts; 

two sickened, washy, gothic mimes; 

smoke wise with many hectic gods— 

Something wicked this way comes…. 

 

 

Days  
Monday defuses wraiths. 

Tuesday dreams, if shown. 

Wednesday is a shut form. 

Thursday finds some awe. 

Friday meets shadow, sun. 

Saturday feeds him snow. 

Sunday feeds him to wars. 
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Acrostic Anagram-Sonnet 
A metrically iambic song and store, 

Constrained by local images, a trim, 

Rimes blatantly. (A manic god, I score 

One drama, yet align acrostic limbs.) 

Syllabic? Damn restriction! O, a game 

Tied arcs, symbolic, anagram to line; 

Inscribed a logic mostly art. (A name 

Cast idyll arms again to recombine.) 

 

So, mangle I abstraction, lyric made. 

O, anagrams’ main toil, recycled bits, 

Narrate my limits! O, no glib cascade? 

No dice? A coil, my algebra transmits. 

Embay grim aid, acrostic sonnet—all 

To dream in granite, by mosaics’ call…. 
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LIPOGRAM-POEMS 

 
Four Lipogram-Haiku 

 

Statues (Two Consonants) 
Situate statues 

at astute sites, as I sit, 

assess statuettes. 

 

 

Neon (One Consonant I) 
On one neon noon, 

an ion in an aeon— 

Union, ennui. 

 

 

Aurora (One Consonant II) 
Air or aria?  

A roar or eerie error?— 

Our rare aurora. 

 

 

Castle (Beau Présent, Palindrome) 
Elate, castle! Call. 

Act, set at last. Salt a test. 

Call a Celt's ace tale.... 
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Two Lipogram-Sonnets 

 

So Neat (20-Letter Lipogram) 
A sonnet’s tenets taste a state, 

assent to noose a neon tone. 

As aeons ease, notes assonate, 

assess a season set as stone. 

So neat, a tense sonata’s nest 

attests to oneness’ nonsense notes, 

to see a tenet’s sanest test 

as assonant as natant oats. 

 

Antennae on, antennae set, 

a taste assents to toast anon 

an asset to a sonnet’s net— 

a sonant nonsense seen as one. 

So, see one’s sonnet soon so tense: 

See sestet, tone. See notes, see sense. 
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The One-Electron Universe 

of Wheeler & Feynman (Univocalic in e) 
Elected speck, relentless, endless sphere, 

engender, breed ensemble, hence effect. 

Reverse resettlement, cement the here. 

Re-enter, reel the verse; renew, reflect. 

Re-represented seed! The presence swells.  

Let essence be, serene, emergent germ! 

Strewn, never feel depleted, ever dwell. 

The needle sews the text, the length, the term. 

Extended stems beget, reversed, else free. 

Renewed events net tethered, nestled nerves. 

The skewered self emerges per decree— 

between the present newness, elder swerves. 

 The self-elected seed exceeded tense, 

 when Wheeler’s jest expressed the tenet hence. 
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OZYMANDIAS (ANAGRAM-ERASURE) 

 
The Extraction: An Erasure of Shelley’s Ozymandias 

 

Ozymandias 
I met 
 
 

      a shattered  
 

        sculptor  
 
 
 
 
           on 
 
 
The lone and level sands 
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The Reshuffled Reprise: 

Shelley’s Ozymandias Anagrammed Line-for-Line 

 

Ozymandias 
I met revolt and flare, a tranquil name 
that works of glass, to new sounds, set and veil. 
Trends hint a tender sonnet had the same 
resolve: — a shattered snuff whose shaking wail 
can sprinkle minded word on cold and flame. 
And, while a sculptor spells the tools, set traits 
prevail in echoed heights—svelte twists fuse hymns 
that tend the hand, the method marked; hatch fate…. 
(To span the added stars, are people hewn?) 
My sky’s again no maze of sinking dim: 
Work on! Repay dismay. Sky, gild the moon! 
Your ashen mind, decoding tiers beneath, 
shall see a back-words craft unbolted soon…. 
The lone and level sands cry fast, a wreath. 
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The Anagram-Erasure 

 

Ozymandias 
I met revolt and flare, a tranquil name 
that works of glass, to new sounds, set and veil. 
Trends hint a tender sonnet had the same 
resolve: — a shattered snuff whose shaking wail 
can sprinkle minded word on cold and flame. 
And, while a sculptor spells the tools, set traits 
prevail in echoed heights—svelte twists fuse hymns 
that tend the hand, the method marked; hatch fate…. 
(To span the added stars, are people hewn?) 
My sky’s again no maze of sinking dim: 
Work on! Repay dismay. Sky, gild the moon! 
Your ashen mind, decoding tiers beneath, 
shall see a back-words craft unbolted soon…. 
The lone and level sands cry fast, a wreath. 
 
 

 

 

 


